A single-centre hospital-wide handoff standardisation report: what is so special about that?
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Healthcare leaders and scholars have articulated gaps in handoff quality across nearly all healthcare settings. A variety of drivers, including hospital accreditation, internal and external safety event analyses and medical education objectives, have given rise to a proliferation of imperatives to improve this situation. Healthcare leaders have developed a greater appreciation that handoff is a key component of a larger set of culture and teamwork strategies that are necessary to reduce harm. Researchers and medical educators have created handoff programmes, provided empirical evidence for their positive impact on safety and worked tirelessly to disseminate them.1,2 Quality improvers from a variety of disciplines have begun to adapt and apply standardised handoff in an increasingly diverse array of settings.

In light of this, one might think it less than noteworthy to discover a report of a single institution’s hospital-wide handoff standardisation programme.3 To the contrary, we find this report by Shahian et al3 novel and rich with important messages. We agree with their assertion that this is the largest single-institution implementation of the I-PASS handoff system2 reported in a tertiary general hospital, in this case, Massachusetts General Hospital, which has 25 000 employees. Using a relatively low-cost approach, they managed to implement the system across 15 medical departments, as well as nursing, train nearly 6000 healthcare staff and collect observational data on process reliability at baseline and over 7 months of implementation.

Our combined experience in multiple organisations has afforded us opportunities to understand and engage with the effort to improve handoff from multiple vantage points, including through participation as a site in the I-PASS study.2 Through clinical, research and academic and hospital leadership roles, we have seen successes and challenges locally, regionally and internationally.

So, why are we so interested in this paper? The reduction in preventable adverse events reported in the I-PASS study2 has generated welcome traction for improving handoff in general and for the I-PASS approach in particular. Many individuals and organisations find themselves wishing, planning or attempting to implement standardised handoff organisation-wide, but find it challenging, if not Herculean, to do so. It is rare to encounter a hospital which has successfully implemented and evaluated standardised handoff across the full scope of disciplines, subspecialties and workflows. Shahian et al3 have provided an account of how they anticipated and endeavoured to address many of the factors that make it difficult to achieve organisation-wide standardised handoff. We feel they have key messages with broad relevance to the patient safety and quality improvement communities.

First, there is the matter of organisational leadership selecting this intervention among the dizzying array of potential quality and safety improvement targets competing for (severely) limited attention and resources. The authors have synthesised multiple information sources, including culture surveys (we all do them … how often do we take specific action based on the data?), and both hard and soft intelligence4 on the magnitude of handoff quality problems. This appeals, because it suggests the possibility that the seemingly infinite number of safety problems may converge around a smaller number of fundamental processes or behaviours with the potential to mitigate or exacerbate risk across all situations.

In many ways, the paper by Shahian et al reads as a classic change
management text. Gaining support from the top, creating a burning platform, applying a multimodal strategy, finding local champions and linking their work to other change initiatives are all effective strategies that can be found in many popular change management books. We know that applying some combination of these strategies can result in successful change in the behaviour of healthcare professionals. However, examples of successful applications of these techniques in healthcare, especially in the setting of a large complex teaching hospital, remain uncommon. Large healthcare organisations are often decentralised by necessity with individual units and programmes and with processes specific to their patient population. Achieving alignment and buy-in around initiatives can be even more difficult in decentralised structures and often requires a parallel organisational structure to achieve change.

The leaders of this initiative must have navigated considerable obstacles despite what appears to be a highly effective organisational structure for decision-making and oversight. Despite their steadfast commitment to using evidence and adhering to fundamental safety principles, we can be sure that they encountered individuals and groups who felt the standardised safety principles, we can be sure that they encountered.

Leadership support is nearly always cited as a success factor in QI accounts, but this case contains some specifics worth noting. The CEO personally delivered the message executives were highly visible in the teaching hospital, remained uncommon. Large-scale implementation of the I-PASS handover system at an academic medical center. BMJ Qual Saf 2017;26:708–80.

Some may assert that the efforts reported by Shahian et al. did not achieve high levels of adherence, but this did appear to improve markedly from baseline and was sustained over a period of time. It is also important to note that the level of adherence demonstrated here is similar if not greater than that achieved in the original I-PASS study, making it plausible that they may also realise the associated safety improvements seen in that study. The authors indicate the depth of organisational commitment, signal a sophisticated understanding of the effort required to achieve lasting attitude and behaviour change, and send a key message to others by describing this intensive 3-year programme as ‘phase one’ and acknowledging that long-term sustainability remains an open question, are planning for a further 3-year ‘phase two’ for additional spread and sustainability work.

What does all of this tell us about our prospects for achieving widespread adoption of standardised handoff? Shahian et al. have given us a blueprint for how to achieve change in a complex environment. The obstacles and challenges they encountered will not be going away anytime soon. We have much more to learn about how professionals who have been trained in a culture of true change management and quality improvement strategies can go a long way towards getting us started.
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